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The Dodo Announces The Launch Of New Form Of Social Media   

Online Publishing Company Seeks To Connect Animal Lovers All Over The World 

 

New York, NY: The Dodo, a child of parent company Group Nine Media, is launching a new 

application. Since becoming one of the most shared publishers on Facebook, The Dodo has 

garnered a lot of attention for its easily accessible and aesthetically pleasing content. Because of 

their continued popularity, The Dodo has decided the next big step must be to crate a platform 

dedicated to animal lovers.  

 

The organization’s founder Izzie Lerer had this to say, “Our philosophy is simple: tell stories that 

capture the unique ability of animals to tap into a wide range of human emotions. We’re 

committed to looking at the world through animals’ eyes, and engaging our audience through a 

combination of fun, authentic, meaningful content that helps pave the way for progress.”   

 

The Dodo plans to include features that allow users to search for adoptable animals in their area. 

This way, they can encourage people everywhere to view animals in a different light and help 

those animals find permanent homes.  

 

Dwayne Lutchna, the creative director for content posted on Snapchat, is ecstatic about the 

announcement. “There are things these animals have taught me about the human condition that I 

could never have learned from people. They are these pure and loving beings that deserve our 

help, and if I can make just one of their lives better through my work at The Dodo, then I can 

feel like I’ve made a difference.” 

 

The Dodo’s brightly colored and fun videos attract anyone’s eye, and their heartfelt and 

empathetic stories keep people watching. The Dodo is connecting people and animals one 

“share” at a time. 
### 

 

About The Dodo: We’re a halo brand for everyone who loves animals from people who are 

obsessed with their pets all the way to committed animal advocates. We want our audience to 

connect with animals through our stories, and feel empowered to help where help is needed. 
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